
FA NONSTOP  

 

 

 THE SCHOOL IS O P E N nonstop from 

06/01/2020 to 13/01/2020. 

This time, it’s not gonna be just about 

falling asleep above your laptop, but 

you can also do yoga with lectors every 

morning and some evenings, play 

badminton, grab a nice and healthy 

lunch for reduced price in a bistro 

nearby, have a shower right in school, 

nap a bit in one of the respiriums, and 

work efficiently and comfortably 

NONSTOP! 

 

THE OPENING CEREMONY takes place 

in the atrium with yellow bank on 

Monday, 10PM 

 

_KITCHENETTES to be open in GF + 

1st floor, but please be very 

considerate to others using the 

kitchenettes before or after you, clean 

after yourself, don´t forget your food in 

the fridge etc., it´s important, thanks for 

your help with this common task of 

general human trust. 

 

_CENTRAL WORKSHOP in the 

basement is open nonstop 

(no machines and staff during the 

period from 7 PM to 9 AM) 

 

_reserve for LaserCutter and 3D print 

via consultations and bookings with the 

workshop staff 

_CERAMICS, model / design 

workshop open 9AM – 9PM 

-do not dry models using heaters 

 

_PRINT CENTRE opening hours  

+ there is also new self-service A3 

printing machines in the groundfloor 

next to the study dept. and in the 5th 

floors´s respirium ( info and 



printing :https://www.fa.cvut.cz/cs/ak

tualne/9885-moznosti-kopirovani-a-

tisku-na-fakulte-architektury , info on 

charging your ISIC for print here: 

https://ist.cvut.cz/nase-sluzby/tzs/)  

 

_SPRAYPAINTING + glue spray etc. 

only in room in the basement 

_COMPUTER labs S147A, S147B are 

open nonstop, another would be open 

on request 

(render farming on more computers 

has to be noticed to the I.T. staff, room 

216) 

 

_SHOWERS are available nonstop in 

the basement, one next to the Ceramics 

workshop, another in the hallway to 

the Computer labs 

_RESPIRIUMS are open nonstop for 

resting (4th + 5th floor) 

_TRASH – sort it please; colored trash 

bags available at the reception desk 

_CLEANING tools to be borrowed from 

the reception desk 

_LOG your hours spent in school at the 

paper sheet in the ground floor on the 

concrete staircase! 

 

_injuries and emergency 

to be announced at the 

reception desk 

_there is medical kit at 

the reception desk and 

in the room S113 

_support: SPA - room 

441 
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